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La filosofia della storia nei pensatori italiani
1873

juan de valdés played a pivotal role in the febrile atmosphere of sixteenth century italian religious debate
fleeing his native spain after the publication in 1529 of a book condemned by the spanish inquisition he settled
in rome as a political agent of the emperor charles v and then in naples where he was at the centre of a
remarkable circle of literary and spiritual men and women involved in the religious crisis of those years
including peter martyr vermigli marcantonio flaminio bernardino ochino and giulia gonzaga although his death in
1541 marked the end of this group valdés writings were to have a decisive role in the following two decades when
they were sponsored and diffused by important cardinals such as reginald pole and giovanni morone both papal
legates to the council of trent the most famous book of the italian reformation the beneficio di cristo translated
in many european languages was based on valdés thought and the roman inquisition was very soon convinced that he
had infected the whole of italy in this book massimo firpo traces the origins of valdés religious experience in
erasmian spain and in the movement of the alumbrados and underlines the large influence of his teachings after his
death all over italy and beyond in so doing he reveals the originality of the italian reformation and its
influence in the radicalism of many religious exiles in switzerland and eastern europe with their anti
trinitarians and finally socinian outcomes based upon two extended essays originally published in italian this
book provides a full up dated and revised english translation that outlines a new perspective of the italian
religious history in the years of the council of trent from the sack of rome to the triumph of the roman
inquisition reconstructing and rethinking it not only as a failed expansion of the protestant reformation but as
having its own peculiar originality as such it will be welcomed by all scholars wishin

Lettere del sig. Ottauio Rossi. Raccolte da Bartolomeo Fontana. Con gli
argomenti, & nella tauola ridotte sotto a i loro capi ..
1621

sansovino successively dismantled and reconstituted the categories of art making hardly capable of sustaining a
program of reform the experimental art of this period was succeeded by a new era of cultural codification in the
second half of the sixteenth century
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Juan de Valdés and the Italian Reformation
2016-03-09

this book considers the life and legacy of renée de france 1510 75 the youngest daughter of king louis xii and
anne de bretagne exploring her cultural spiritual and political influence and her evolving roles and actions as
fille de france duchess of ferrara and dowager duchess at montargis drawing on a variety of often overlooked
sources poetry theater fine arts landscape architecture letters and ambassadorial reports contributions highlight
renée s wide ranging influence in sixteenth century europe from the italian wars to the french wars of religion
these essays consider her cultural patronage and politico religious advocacy demonstrating that she expanded upon
intellectual and moral values shared with her sister claude de france her cousins marguerite de navarre and jeanne
d albret and her godmother and mother anne de france and anne de bretagne thereby solidifying her place in a long
line of powerful french royal women

Gazzetta piemontese
1826

the collection of essays by prominent historians of the reformation explores the experience of religious reform in
national context discussing similarities and differences between the reform movements in a dozen different
countries of sixteenth century europe each author provides an interpretative essay emphasising local peculiarities
and national variants on the broader theme of the reformation as a european phenomenon the individual essays thus
emphasise the local preconditions and limitations which encountered the reformation as it spread from germany into
most of the countries of western and central europe together they present a picture of the many sided nature of
the reformation as it grew up in each national context the book includes examples of countries where the
reformation was strikingly successful as well as those where it failed to make an impact a final comparative essay
seeks to understand the different reformations as variations on an overall theme this volume forms part of a
sequence of collections of essays which began with the enlightenment in national context 1981 and has continued
with revolution in history 1986 romanticism in national context 1988 fin de siecle and its legacy 1990 the
renaissance in national context 1991 the scientific revolution in national context 1992 and the national question
in europe in historical context 1993 the purpose of these and other envisaged collections is to bring together
comparative national and interdisciplinary approaches to the history of great movements in the development of
human thought and action
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The Controversy of Renaissance Art
2011-09

isabella d este marchioness of mantua 1474 1539 is one of the most studied figures of renaissance italy as an
epitome of renaissance court culture and as a woman having an unusually prominent role in the politics of her day
this biography provides a well rounded account of the full range of her activities and interests from her
childhood to her final years as a dowager and considers isabella d este not as an icon but as a woman of her time
and place in the world it covers all aspects of her life including her relationship with her parents and siblings
as well as with her husband and children her interest in literature and music painting and antiquities her
political and diplomatic activities her concern with fashion and jewellery her relations with other women and her
love of travel in this book grounded in an understanding of the context of the italy of her day the typical
interests and behaviour of women of isabella d este s status within renaissance italy are distinguished from those
that were unique to her such as the elaborate apartments that she created for herself and her extensive surviving
correspondence which provides insights into all aspects of life in the major courts of northern italy centres of
renaissance culture providing fresh perspectives on one of the most famous figures of renaissance italy isabella d
este will be of great interest to undergraduates and graduates of early modern history gender studies renaissance
studies and art history

Representing the Life and Legacy of Renée de France
2021-07-23

giordano bruno 1548 1600 who died at the stake is one of the best known symbols of anti establishment thought the
theme of this volume which is offered as a collection of essays to honour the distinguished bruno scholar hilary
gatti reflects her constant concern for the principles of cultural freedom and independent thinking several essays
deal with bruno himself including an analysis of the eroici furori a study of his reception in relation to the
group known as the novatores and discussions of several important aspects of his stay in england the authors and
texts discussed here are linked by a relentless interest in the question of authority and originality and they
range from literary figures such as alberti 1404 72 vasari 1511 74 and the proponents of quantitative verse in
sixteenth century england to controversial philosophers who like bruno were condemned by the church such as
tommaso campanella 1568 1639 and giulio cesare vanini 1585 1619 taken together these chapters show how much that
was new and revolutionary in early modern culture came from its confrontation with the past martin mclaughlin is
agnelli serena professor of italian at oxford elisabetta tarantino is a teaching fellow in the department of
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italian at the university of warwick

The Reformation in National Context
1994-06-09

bringing together a variety of evidence such as princely correspondence travelogues financial accounts chronicles
chivalric or renaissance poems this book examines marital travels of princely brides and grooms on a comparative
trans european scale this book argues that these journeys were extraordinary events and were instrumental for
dynastical and monarchical self representation and channelled aspirations and anxieties of princely houses when
facing each other each such journey was a little earthquake that resonated across all layers of society hundreds
of diplomats envoys aristocrats city officials low status personnel soldiers artists musicians poets and humanists
were involved in preparing executing and commemorating them stretching far beyond the mere physical movements of
the future royal spouse the journeys snowballed into a myriad of other meanings that epitomised the very character
of a society based on prestige magnificence honour and glory the story of nuptial travelling is fascinating and
rich it is a perfect condensation of monarchical order dynastic agenda value system personal motives female agency
and social networks in this period it is dynasty in motion prestige on wheels queenly time place and time like no
other this volume is the perfect resource for upper level students and scholars of court studies the history of
monarchy and for those interested in premodern europe

Isabella d’Este
2019-03-01

the origins of accounting culture aim at studying the origins of the accounting culture in venice with a specific
focus on accounting education the period covered by the work ranges from luca pacioli to the foundation in 1868 of
the royal advanced school of commerce regia scuola superiore di commercio that in 2018 is celebrating its 150
anniversary as ca foscari university of venice ever since the middle ages venice was home of a number of
favourable circumstances that have been accumulating over the years as a trading city par excellence venice
allowed the spreading of the bookkeeping at first among firms and then in the public administration that was much
in need of sophisticated accounting principles for the purpose of controlling its activities venice was among the
first cities to implement gutenberg print method and it quickly became the most important city in the world in the
publishing industry allowing printing and spreading the first handbooks about double entry bookkeeping and
merchant studies the origins of accounting culture goes beyond the study of luca pacioli and tackles in a more
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organic and holistic way the social and economic conditions that allowed the accounting culture to spread in
venice this book will be a vital resource to academics and researchers in the fields of accounting accounting
history economic development and related disciplines

Authority, Innovation and Early Modern Epistemology
2017-07-05

although largely unknown today during his lifetime mutio oddi of urbino 1569 1639 was a highly esteemed scholar
teacher and practitioner of a wide range of disciplines related to mathematics a prime example of the artisan
scholar so prevalent in the late renaissance oddi was also accomplished in the fields of civil and military
architecture and the design and retail of mathematical instruments as well as writing and publishing in between
raphael and galileo alexander marr resurrects the career and achievements of oddi in order to examine the ways in
which mathematics material culture and the book shaped knowledge society and the visual arts in late renaissance
italy marr scrutinizes the extensive archive of oddi papers documenting oddi s collaboration with prominent
intellectuals and officials and shedding new light on the practice of science and art during his day what becomes
clear is that oddi precisely because he was not spectacularly innovative and did not attain the status of a hero
in modern science is characteristic of the majority of scientific practitioners and educators active in this
formative age particularly those whose energetic popularization of mathematics laid the foundations for the
scientific revolution marr also demonstrates that scientific change in this era was multivalent and contested
governed as much by friendship as by principle and determined as much by places as by purpose plunging the reader
into oddi s world between raphael and galileo is a finely wrought and meticulously researched tale of science art
commerce and society in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century it will become required reading for any
scholar interested in the history of science visual art and print culture of the early modern period

Dynasty in Motion: Wedding Journeys in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe
2023-07-28

this book focuses on the behavior of the ruling families of brescia a rich and strategically vital city under
venetian rule during the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century the first part of the book conceptualizes
the civic leadership of brescia with a profile of its origins and a brief history of the process of
aristocratization further it examines the relationship between family structure and the local socio political
structures size wealth education and marriage ties were all pivotal factors which helped determine the family s
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position in public life its strength rested ultimately on its continuity over time women and women s property are
given careful attention the second part places the brescian elite within the venetian state besides controlling
urban political institutions the brescians held strong economic links with the surrounding countryside the basis
of their power and they enjoyed ample authority in the rural communities subject to the city

The Origins of Accounting Culture
2018-05-11

nel corso del xvi secolo le dottrine scaturite dalla protesta di lutero si diffusero largamente anche in italia
assumendo connotazioni peculiari e intrecciandosi con altri movimenti religiosi e specifiche eredità culturali
massimo firpo ne ricostruisce le origini e la storia mettendo in luce il ruolo decisivo esercitato dall esule
spagnolo juan de valdés negli anni che fecero da sfondo al concilio di trento irriducibile alla riforma
protestante il suo magistero spiritualistico seppe infatti orientare inquietudini e istanze di rinnovamento
diffuse tanto a livello popolare quanto ai vertici delle gerarchie sociali tra letterati e aristocratici vescovi e
cardinali

Annali di giurisprudenza ...
1841

as a key figure in baroque rome sforza pallavicino embodies many of the apparent tensions and contradictions of
his era a man of the church deeply involved in the new science a nobleman and courtier drawn to ascetism and
theology a controversial polemicist involved in poetry and the arts this volume collects essays by specialists in
the fields and disciplines that cover pallavicino s activities as a scholar author and jesuit and situate him
within the roman cultural political and social elite of his times through the figure of pallavicino an image of
baroque rome emerges that challenges historical periodisations and disciplinary boundaries contributors silvia
apollonio stefan bauer eraldo bellini chiara catalano maarten delbeke maria pia donato federica favino irene fosi
sven k knebel alessandro metlica anselm ramelow pietro giulio riga and jon r snyder

Between Raphael and Galileo
2022-08-22
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knights at court is a grand tour and survey of manners manhood and court life in the middle ages like no other in
print composed on an epic canvas this authoritative work traces the development of court culture and its various
manifestations from the latter years of the holy roman empire ca a d 1000 to the italian renaissance of the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries leading medievalist and renaissance scholar aldo scaglione offers a sweeping
sociological view of three geographic areas that reveals a surprising continuity of courtly forms and motifs
german romances the lyrical and narrative literature of northern and southern france italy s chivalric poetry
scaglione discusses a broad number of texts from early norman and flemish baronial chronicles to the romances of
chrétien de troyes the troubadours and minnesingers he delves into the niebelungenlied dante petrarch boccaccio
and an array of treatises on conduct down to castiglione and his successors all these works and scaglione s
superior scholarship attest to the enduring power over minds and hearts of a mentality that issued from a small
minority of people the courtiers and knights in central positions of leadership and power knights at court is for
all scholars and students interested in the civilizing process this title is part of uc press s voices revived
program which commemorates university of california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds
and give them voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality peer
reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand technology this title was originally published in
1991

A General Catalogue of Books
1877

the 1st series is a collection chiefly of medieval documents supplemented by the appendice in 9 vols containing
minor documents letters bibliographical and biographical notices beginning with the new series in 1855 the
archivio contains documenti e memorie rassegna bibliografica necrologie correspondenza annunzi bibliografici etc

Archivio storico italiano
1897

a wide ranging collection of essays examining the effects of the central phase of the italian wars on the politics
culture and society of italy on military organization and the conduct of war and on the image and reputation of
italy and the italians
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Ragionamenti apologetici di Baldassarre Oltrocchi ... in risposta alla
scrittura stampata nelle novelle letterarie di Firenze sotto il numero 45. e
46. dell'anno 1752. Contro la moderna latina traduzione della vita di S.
Carlo
1753

Family and Public Life in Brescia, 1580-1650
2003-01-23

Bernard Quaritch
1876

A Catalogue of Seventeenth Century Printed Books in the National Library of
Medicine
1989
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Memorie per servire alla storia delle Giudicarie disposte secundo l'ordine
de tempi con una breve appendice delle Iscrizioni
1786

Gli scrittori d'Italia cioe notizie storiche, e critiche intorno alle vite,
e agli scritti dei letterati Italiani del Conte Giammaria Mazzuchelli
Bresciano
1753

Gli scrittori d'Italia cioè Notizie storiche, e critiche intorno alle vite,
e agli scritti dei letterati italiani del conte Giammaria Mazzuchelli
bresciano. Volume 1. Parte 1 [-volume 2. Parte 4.]
1753

Gli Scrittori d'Italia
1753

Giornale di erudizione
1890
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Giornale di erudizione corrispondenza letteraria, artistica e scientifica
1891

Juan de Valdés e la Riforma nell'Italia del Cinquecento
2016-01-14T00:00:00+01:00

Sulla tomba di Vittoria Colonna
1889

Carteggio di Vittoria Colonna marchesa di Pescara
1889

The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints
1968

Sforza Pallavicino
2022-09-19

Knights at Court
2023-11-10
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Italy and the European Powers
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Della historia di Bologna
1657

Il Trattato dell'Amore Humano di Flaminio Nobili
1895
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